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QUESTION 1

You are running a Scenario in a Load Plan using a Run Scenario step. This scenario contains the Interfaces. In case of
failure in this Scenario, you would like to restart the Interface that failed beginning. Which Restart Type option do you
need to pick for the Run Scenario step? 

A. Restart from new session 

B. Restart from failed step 

C. Restart from failed task 

D. Restart from failure 

Correct Answer: B 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E38317_01/doc.11117/e37987/manageloadplans.htm#CIHJCBHJ 

 

QUESTION 2

You are loading a file into a database but the file name is unknown at design time and will have to be passed
dynamically to a Package at run time; how do you achieve this? 

A. Create a variable, use it in Topology at the File dataserver-level, and add it to a package as a Declare Variable step 

B. Create a variable, use it in Topology at the File dataserver-level, and add it to a package as a Set Variable step 

C. Create a variable, use it as the Resource Name of the File datastore, and add it to a package as a Declare Variable
step 

D. Create a variable, use it as the Resource Name of the File datastore, and add it to a package as a Set Variable step 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In ODI, is it possible to reverse a COBOL flat file using a Copybook definition? 

A. Yes, only using the file driver 

B. Yes, using the file and complex file drivers 

C. Yes, but only if the source file is an EBCDIC file. 

D. No, you need to manually add the columns definition in all the cases. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28280_01/integrate.1111/e12643/create_rev_model.htm (5.3.2.3) 
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QUESTION 4

To load a specific table using ODI, do you need to draw directly in the flow all details about how the different servers
involved are connected? 

A. Yes, and also specify with variables the passwords for connecting to the data contained in the servers. 

B. No, the code will be black box-generated directly by ODI. 

C. No, ODI automatically designs the flow and how servers are connected. 

D. In the ODI interface palette, choose the more convenient graphic objects to link the involved servers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Prior to executing an interface or mapping in ODI, do you have to deploy the generated code manually in a source or
target server? 

A. Yes, you have to copy all the procedures generated into the development, test, and production servers. 

B. No, ODI prepares a package for the development environment. 

C. Yes, you have to compile the generated code and then double-check if the code prepared for the development server
is the same as the code for the production server. 

D. No, ODI Agent coordinates the execution of the commands prepared for the job, and executes them on the correct
server. 

Correct Answer: D 
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